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50 floor reviews orlando

The Orlando floor of your home is high to fill. It must be able to stand up to the strong Florida heat, have to look great and be affordable while standing up to your needs. You may need a floor that is hypoallergenic or environmentally friendly or built to last. Perhaps you need a floor with all these features. If you are looking for a hard
surface floor or carpet installation in Orlando, FL, turn up to the 50th Floor an amazing choice of unparalleled prices and outstanding service. We Are Floor Contractors Orlando, FL 50 Floor serves Kissimmee, Winter Garden, Melbourne, Winter Park, Orlando and surrounding areas. Homeowners turn us in if they need quality, affordable
hard surface floors or carpets in their Orlando, FL homes. What makes us different? The 50 Floor team has decades of combined experience on the floor, and we stay up-to-date, attending trade shows, participating in industry events, keeping up with manufacturers and researching the latest flooring techniques, technologies and trends.
Our specialists understand that each house has different needs when it comes to flooring. This is why our team visits you in your home for free with floor samples. This way, you'll have to see what different materials and models look like in your home, with your usual lighting and your décor. To help you assess your needs, 50 Floor
specialists will ask you the following questions: How much traffic does the room see? How is space used? Who uses this room, and what are their needs? Do you use room entertainment or family time? Does the room have direct access to the outside of the house? These and other questions will help you consider not only the look of
your new floor, but your needs. 50 Floor can help you decide whether you need waterproof or waterproof floor slipping, non-slip floors, softer surfaces or other requirements. We offer a range of flooring Orlando, FL 50 Floor offers a variety of floor options including: Hardwood Carpet Laminate Tile Vinyl We offer a range of lines and styles
from top manufacturers so you get the quality of the brand floor built to last and supported by the manufacturer's warranty. Why we are your best choice of flooring Orlando 50 Floor offers quality and service, including professional installation in Orlando to ensure your final floor look and take as you'd expect. We are also completely
transparent at every step of the way, answering your questions and staying honest about the advantages and potential disadvantages on any floor you are considering. We even include installation and padding in our cost estimates to ensure there are no surprises. With 50 Floor, our goal is not to sell you the floor. Our goal is to provide
you with the best experience and high end flooring for your needs and budget. High quality means better warranty, greater durability and better appearance in years to come. work hard to keep the competitive prices and we have a price compliance guarantee to give you peace of mind. Make an appointment for your free, in-home
consultation with 50 Floor today to start the process of installing new floors. We serve in the greater Orlando area including Kissimmee, Apopka, Villages, Clermont, Deltona, Oviedo, Longwood, Sanford, Winter Garden, Melbourne, Ocoee, Lake Mary, Winter Park, Davenport, as well as all surrounding areas. Schedule a meeting today to
start work on your floor project. Page 2 Atlanta Metro Local Phone Number: 770-961-5429 4701 Granite Dr. Tucker, GA 30084 Austin Metro Local Phone Number: 512-501-3034 1608 Royston Ln Bldg 2 Round Rock, TX 78664 Charlotte Metro Local Phone Number: 704-423-0018 3614 Green Park Cir Charlotte, NC 28217 Cleveland
Metro Local Phone Number: 216-416-7525 5525 Cloverleaf Pkwy Valley View, OH 44125 Dallas/Ft. Worth Metro Local Phone Number: 469-348-0930 1401 Post &amp; Paddock Rd Grand Prairie, TX 75050 Detroit Metro Local Phone Number: (313) 209-3976 8877 Inkster Rd Taylor, MI 48180 Nashville Metro Local Phone Number: 615-
756-4409 561 Brick Church Park Dr. Nashville, TN 37207 Orlando Metro Local Phone Number: 407-362-1171 9580 Delegates Dr. Orlando, FL 32837 Tampa Metro Local Phone Number: 813-261-7557 3541 Queen Palm Dr. , FL 33619 Raleigh Metro Local Phone Number: 919-977-7721 601 Bricksteel Ln Garner, NC 27529 Washington,
D.C. MD 20743 Baltimore Metro Local Number: 301-278-9855 Richmond Metro Local Phone Number: 757-327-7861 818 Blue Crab Rd Newport News, VA 23606 Norfolk Metro Local Phone Number: 757-327-7861 818 Blue Crab Rd Newport News, VA 23606 Make an Appointment Now!      See All floor products in Page 3 Your home is
not just an investment – it's a place you put down roots for, raise your family, spend your special moments and build a life with those you love. This is where you see yourself not only today and tomorrow – sharing meals with your children, going every day and spending some downtime in the evenings – but for decades from now on,
enjoying your retirement and hosting family members who love all the improvements you've made over the years. As your refuge, your home would suit you. Not only are your home's décor, designs and furniture functional and comfortable, but they should be tailored to your tastes in style, personality and vision. When it comes to the
overall look, feel and function of any room, quality flooring is a big part of your aesthetic. Here at 50Th Floor, we understand how to make your home feel unique with an affordable floor and personalized buying experience that is comfortable and working with your schedule. Schedule Appointment June 26, 2020 User2015485 from
Georgetown, TX Thank you, for your kind words! That makes us happy to know by providing our customers the best flooring services we can offer pay off. If we can make your life easier, then we have really done our job. If there is any other way we can help you, do not hesitate ... View the full overview of 1099 work without
flexibilityNeative: Although there are 1099 jobs, it is a full-time job and is non-negotiable. You can't choose your days or hours, and your only day is on Sundays. It can get old pretty fast. Your next day's schedule is released 10 the night before. Very difficult to predict how your next day will be. Also, they say that your lead will be around
where you live, but it doesn't happen like that in reality. Get ready to drive from 120 to 150 miles/day on average. Positive: If you are good at selling and don't mind the schedule you can make very good money! Pay weekly and honestly. Good environment, nice people. Was this review helpful? Good from far, but far from good ... When I
first started with the company, it really was a great place to work. Management was a team and did everything to support its staff. Then something happened. Ownership became more interested in increasing the company than in increasing its employees. They brought a leader with ZERO industry experience who stepped in, took over as
many nations positions as he could and ran the company as a dictatorship. You either did what he said and how he said it, or you were fired. Oh, and help you adapt to change? Sorry, he didn't have time for it. What they do is blow to the staff when something doesn't work they go guilt to that person, fire them and start over with someone
new and hope for the best. Their training is terrible. They lie on their sales reps consistently, the price they charge doesn't justify the product, and if you are a woman I sincerely hope you can cope with the work in a very misogynistic environment. You can make money there, but you sacrifice your feel and home life for it. Poor leadership,
lack of training NO CULTUREWas this review useful? Management focuses on what you did wrong instead of teaching you why it was wrong. They just belittle you for a mistake. It should only work every other Saturday, however management doesn't follow that. Cannot communicate with employees in other locations. No one ever wants
to answer phone calls. Was this review helpful? Managers took care of their own only!HR lady had no persons and did not help! The manager treated you like we were underneath it. The only people who were helpful were the AR and AP department. Mgrs suck! Once in the blue attendants free lunch. Mgrs cheap and medical sucked.
Was this review helpful? After sending my RESUME and receiving a request to create an interview I did it at 1:30 2 days later.. I received a message announcing I know that my interview at 1:00 pm was scheduled. I messaged saying that was the wrong time and that I'm out of town and need to save time Planned. We settled on time and
everything was fixed. There are no calls at any scheduled time. What an unprofessional company! I will certainly share this experience. Was this review helpful? As a seller the best leads to the closest to a person who gets the management of a floor that reaches 5% of the house value of a close deal, but your leads tend to be in poorer
areas and you have to try to sell some flooring that reaches 30-80% of the value of your home. As a result, your area is controlled by one person, if your not a butt kisser you wont get the best result. And the new ppl get the poor area as a result. when you can close someone for full price Is this review helpful? Don't even waste your time.
Finish the waste of time with these jokers. so many logistical errors occur in this organization every day. It's a nightmare. Was this review helpful? Better options elsewhere on 50 Floor when I first heard about it and saw that they recruited installers I became quite excited to be independent of the team. The installation manager of the site I
applied for had informed me that he had supported a lot of jobs because of COVID 19 and he needed a lot of help. That made me make the jump with this company, but as I was quickly signed up I also learned the manager had lied about having a job. Every week I could call and even show up to the talk manager to see what he had
stored for me every week, and every week I went he would tell me that he had nothing for me and it got to the point where he told me that since I was new around here that I would have to wait my turn to get the job, even though he had told me that from the beginning he had a lot of them, which is why he was at work in the first place.
After 2 months just being on the sideline and just working 1 job these months I had enough. I just got frustrated with the situation. I signed up for a job and unfortunately the manager didn't have anything for me like he made his other regular installers. The management that I spent over $3,000 to get worker compensation and general
liability insurance is independent of the company. What I didn't mind the reason is the LLC company I was already planning to get it, but the fact that the manager had forced me to get it and only give 1 job to this company was just totally unacceptable. Not busy, you spend more, not earn more, biased optionsOr this review useful? I like
working for a 50 Floor company to be an administrative assistant within the installation team. The company is honest and treats all employees with respect. I like to help floor installers complete the boarding process and my colleagues are friendly. It's a wonderful change of job in a company that respects and values your hard work. Plus,
the company is great at communicating with floor installers. For example, floor installers are given jobs them with customers and large 50 floor high quality floor products installed. The company processes documents every day after the floor installers turn them on on time. Floor installer checks are processed weekly. It is a stress-free
environment in which to work; in particular floor installers. Because as a floor installer you don't have to spend your days chasing customers to pay you for the work you've done properly or even have customers call you back a bad product for you from a big box store. Was this review helpful? Is really your favorite place to learn about
businesses? Capital Heights MD Branch. Worked there as an installer for barely 5 months. IC practice favoritism. It looks like they got installers who bribe them to work. I do not recommend 50 floor even my enemy. They deduct money from your retainer for no apparent reason. You are aware of the next day's work at 7pm. Installers are
made to purchase Quarter round stains from the pocket. They only use installers when busy and dump them bribe payment installers when slowWas this review helpful?very small company that was not very good management. The accounting dept was very underrated and overworked. The work/home balance was great though,
management realized that I was one of the parents and worked with my schedule as things came up. Was this review helpful? Really had some fun in this work. Not only gain experience, but the completeness of customer service making sure that we give the customer exactly what they need. Very fast paced and hard work, but great
futures are the same. Was this review helpful? Awesome company to work with. It is a great company that really cares about its people. The training was great and the drivers are always ready to help if necessary. The products offered are top notch and installers do a great job. Was this review helpful? Fun, Dynamic, Great Culture, and
Flexible SchedulingI've been to the 50th Floor, Atlanta Market, since 2017. The room was very friendly and available. I did have many years of sales experience in the corporate world however. The management team has been awarded your success and will help you all along the way. The profits are uncapped, the more successful you
are and the more you apply yourself, the more you earn. You are surrounded by a very diverse blend of sales experience, style, ownership and experience levels. Everyone there truly works as a team, and the culture is very good. I will say that if you have a place where you clock in/out, this may not be what you are looking for. But if you
like a unique and different scene every day where you have the freedom of your day, then you should check it out. Flexible Schedule, Uncapped Earnings, Great Culture, IecelšanaSuvenā pursuits Amount of Miles Driven AnnualyWas this review useful? Top notch company with a great product. Strong advertising on TELEVISION and
radio provides stable potential customers. Installers are solid and you can be sure that what you sell is done at the highest level. My customer feedback is the best part of the job and is very motivating. The sky is the limit of the profit potential. Freedom of time and enormous potential. Was this review helpful? This company consistently
stands behind its employees and earns the same opposite. The company responds and works to satisfy customers with actions, not just words. The office works as a solid team with respect for everyone. Working environment, service for employees and customersSo this review useful? Professional Sales for Professional SalesmanI
began his career on 50 Floor 4.5 years ago. Let me back up for a moment... I have been in Home Improvement Sales for over 20 years. That's one... the only company where my weekly commissions are paid weekly... was not chasing after the money that had to be paid. In fact, more often than not I'm paying more for jobs than I actually
calculated. I've never experienced a Commission sales position before where I didn't have a pencil whipped by greedy drivers. So far I had executives tell me that my sale had been canceled just to find out that they stole my commission. They claimed that my client canceled... they saved the deal so they earned a commission. It doesn't
happen on the 50th floor. Here 50 Floor all work together to ensure that the Seller makes what he earns. The culture among sellers is supportive, not cut throat. Now we are competitive, but this is the nature of a good Seller. Our meetings are positive, we share best practices and also work with road blocks. Our Sales Manager is actually
a Professional Seller so we can practice what he preaches. My income selling quality flooring is much more than anything I have experienced successfully selling Sun Rooms, Windows, Cladding, Water Systems, etc. Excellent Training, Warm Leads, Flexible Scheduling, Bonus &amp; SpiffsHigh Mileage but it's tax deductible! Was this
review helpful? Great Competitive Work place If you're self-motivated, disciplined and focused, the sky is the limit of the 50th Floor. Management is focused on results and constantly working to improve your process... This in turn helps you achieve your goals/goals in the company. People are great and the work environment is fast paced
yet still manages to feel relaxed. Pay is competitive, and work-life balance is just that.... Balanced.Was this review useful? Useful?
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